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ABSTRACT Surface modiﬁcation of silicon nanoparticles via molecular layer

deposition (MLD) has been recently proved to be an eﬀective way for dramatically
enhancing the cyclic performance in lithium ion batteries. However, the
fundamental mechanism of how this thin layer of coating functions is not
known, which is complicated by the inevitable presence of native oxide of several
nanometers on the silicon nanoparticle. Using in situ TEM, we probed in detail the
structural and chemical evolution of both uncoated and coated silicon particles
upon cyclic lithiation/delithation. We discovered that upon initial lithiation, the
native oxide layer converts to crystalline Li2O islands, which essentially increases
the impedance on the particle, resulting in ineﬀective lithiation/delithiation and therefore low Coulombic eﬃciency. In contrast, the alucone MLD-coated
particles show extremely fast, thorough, and highly reversible lithiation behaviors, which are clariﬁed to be associated with the mechanical ﬂexibility and
fast Liþ/e conductivity of the alucone coating. Surprisingly, the alucone MLD coating process chemically changes the silicon surface, essentially removing
the native oxide layer, and therefore mitigates side reactions and detrimental eﬀects of the native oxide. This study provides a vivid picture of how the MLD
coating works to enhance the Coulombic eﬃciency, preserves capacity, and clariﬁes the role of the native oxide on silicon nanoparticles during cyclic
lithiation and delithiation. More broadly, this work also demonstrates that the eﬀect of the subtle chemical modiﬁcation of the surface during the coating
process may be of equal importance to the coating layer itself.
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ilicon has a lithium storage capacity of
3579 mAh/g for the Li15Si4 ﬁnal phase
at room temperature. This storage capacity is almost 10 times that of commercial
graphite (372 mAh/g) anodes in lithium
ion batteries (LIB).1 Extensive work has been
done on exploring the possibility of using
silicon as an anode for lithium ion batteries.2
As a result of these research eﬀorts, the intrinsic
properties of silicon upon lithiation insertion
and extraction have been well characterized.
Among these properties is a dramatic volume
change of ∼300%, which gives rise to a range
of electrochemimechanical eﬀects. These effects include lithiation-induced fracture of the
HE ET AL.

particle when the particle diameter is larger
than a critical value of ∼150 nm.3 The drastic
volume expansion and fracture result in active
material disconnections from the binder and
current collector, electrode ﬁlm delamination,
and breakup of the solidelectrolyte interface
(SEI) layer.4 These electrochemimechanical effects result in fast decaying of capacity upon
cyclic reaction, which directly impedes the
application of silicon as an anode for lithium
ion batteries. In addition, the intrinsic existence
of silicon oxide on the silicon surface induces
undesirable interfacial interactions that inevitably consume lithium, leading to a chain of
eﬀects that include large ﬁrst-cycle capacity
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observation and a comparative study are needed to
closely study this area.
Here, we use in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to probe structural and chemical evolution
of both the native oxide and MLD alucone-coated
silicon nanoparticle upon cyclic lithiation and delithiation. We discovered that upon initial lithiation, the
native oxide layer (∼2 nm in thickness) reacts with Li
to form crystalline Li2O (c-Li2O), which partially insulates the particle during subsequent lithiation/delithiation cycles. Porous structures form upon delithiation,
and a high fraction of particles investigated appear to
become diﬃcult to delithiate following the ﬁrst lithiation. On the other hand, the alucone MLD coating
process almost fully removed the native oxide layer.
The alucone coating does not incur Li2O formation
and appears to possess great ﬂexibility, showing
compatible stretching or shrinking in accordance with
the expansion or shrinkage of the silicon nanoparticles
upon lithiation and delithiation. Conductivity measurements also indicate a remarkable improvement of
conductivity of the lithiated alucone coating. Both
reaction rate and reversible volume expansion are
larger than that of native oxide-coated particles. The
electrical, ionic, and mechanical characteristics of
the surface-modifying alucone layers are thought to
give rise to the diﬀerent behaviors observed.
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loss, low speciﬁc capacity, high impedance, and incomplete lithiation.5,6 Conversely, investigations have
also shown that a relatively thick and mechanically
stable oxide layer formed on the outside surface of
silicon nanotubes can eﬀectively conﬁne the volume
expansion of silicon nanotubes upon lithiation, leading
to higher cycling stability.7
Surface modiﬁcation for electrode materials has
been successfully utilized to improve the cycling performance in LIB. The coating is generally perfected
to function in several ways, which includes improving
electric conductivity,8 limiting or accommodating volume expansion,810 preventing the particles in the
electrode from isolation and agglomeration,11,12 and
modifying surface conditions for an SEI-free interface.
Pioneering work in the use of aluminum oxide layers
via atomic layer deposition (ALD) has shown the
capability of Al2O3 ALD to stabilize highly reactive
interfaces of Li-ion electrodes, eﬀectively protecting
the surface from electrolyte attack.1315 ALD has
proven itself to be the best method to deposit continuous, conformal, and pinhole-free ﬁlms at low
temperatures.
Similar to the concept of ALD, most recently, molecular layer deposition (MLD) has been developed to
integrate an organic backbone chain into the inorganic-based ALD ﬁlms for silicon anode materials.16 The
MLD-coated silicon anodes show sustainable cycling
performance with a high Coulombic eﬃciency above
99.9%, contrary to the fast decay observed in a bare
silicon anode. Such MLD approaches enable independent manipulation of the mechanical properties of
the composite electrode and the potential modiﬁcation of the electronic and ionic conductivity. This
manipulation allows for optimization of the mechanical integrity without sacriﬁcing rate capability of highenergy electrodes.
The ultrathin layer of coating applied by MLD is
an aluminum alkoxide hybrid organicinorganic ﬁlm
fabricated using sequential, self-limited reactions between trimethylaluminum and organic alcohols, and
the coating layer is termed “alucone”.17 In this case,
glycerol is employed and the MLD chemistry covalently binds to the surface of the silicon particles via
interaction with surface silanol groups. Diﬀerent from
physical coatings such as metals,18,19 carbons,20,21 and
oxides,22,23 the growth chemistry of the alucone coating can interact with the native oxide layer and builds
up a 3D network of Aln(OCH2CHOCH2O)m
(n:m = 1) directly on the surface of the silicon particle.
The distinct electrochemical behavior of the electrode
composite with MLD-coated Si anodes has been
demonstrated.16 Although the MLD coating has shown
remarkable improvement in battery performance,
many questions remain on how the coating (and native
oxide layer) speciﬁcally works to inﬂuence the electrochemical cycling of the electrode material. Direct

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
General Structure of Pristine Si Nanoparticles with the Native
Oxide Layer and MLD Alucone-Coated Si Nanoparticles. The
general chemical and microstructural features of
the as-received silicon nanoparticles are illustrated by
the TEM images shown in Figure 1ad. These images
reveal an amorphous native oxide layer of ∼2 nm
thickness overlaying the crystalline Si core. To examine
the effect of the thin native oxide layer on the electron
transfer properties of the particles, an IV curve was
measured for a single pristine Si nanoparticle, as shown
in Figure 2 (green profile). This IV curve reveals the
insulating characteristics as a result of the surface
native oxide layer. Similarly, an MLD alucone-coated
pristine particle revealed a surface amorphous layer of
∼2 nm (Figure 1i), with the IV curve also portraying
nonconductive features (Figure 2, red profile). Despite
similar IV curves, the chemical composition and spatial
distributions of the surface layer of the MLD-coated
particle differed significantly from the uncoated pristine
particles and was indeed consistent with the alucone MLD
chemistry (Aln(OCH2CHOCH2O)m (n:m = 1)).
Structurally, we noticed that following the alucone
coating, the thickness of the amorphous layer enclosing the silicon nanoparticle remained very similar to
that of the native oxide layer on the pristine particles
(Figure 1i and d, respectively). Chemically though,
this amorphous alucone coating layer shows a clear
dominance of Al and O, as indicated by the EDS
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Figure 1. Morphology and element mapping of as-received (ad) and alucone-coated Si nanoparticle (ej), featuring a
native amorphous oxide layer of ∼2 nm in the as-received particle and ∼2 nm alucone MLD coating in coated particle. (a) and
(e) are STEM-HAADF images, (b), (c), (f), and (h) are EDS elemental maps, (d) and (i) are the HRTEM images, and (j) is a line
proﬁle across the line in (e).

Figure 2. Conductivity of pristine and fully lithiated (Li15Si4
phase) native oxide-coated and alucone MLD-coated Si
nanoparticles.

mapping. Note that the Al and O surface peaks are
roughly of the same width (Figure 1j). These characterizations indicate that the alucone coating process
removed the native oxide, in contrast to the pure
physical coating model: an inner native oxide layer
covered by the alucone coating layer, resulting in
a thicker surface layer. Trimethylaluminum, a metal
precursor used for the alucone MLD coating, is known
for its ability to perform interfacial “self-cleaning”
(i.e., reacts with SiO bonds) of native oxides.2426
The MLD precursor is also known to react with the
surface silanol groups in the native SiOx layer, as
illustrated in Figure 3. Our characterization proves that
these reactions greatly removed the surface native
oxide layer and led to a covalently bonded and fully
nucleated alucone layer on the Si particles. The fundamental details of this surface chemistry need more
work and future studies.
HE ET AL.

LithiationDelithiation of Pristine Silicon Nanoparticles.
The lithiation behavior of the pristine silicon nanoparticle is illustrated by the captured video frames shown
in Figure 4 and movie S1 in the Supporting Information. The particle includes several grains separated by
grain boundaries as proved by rings in the electron
diffraction pattern (EDP) and HRTEM inset image
(Figure 4a). Upon lithiation, grains within this particle
started to swell instantaneously (arrowheads in
Figure 4b). The corresponding EDP shows that crystalline silicon transforms to an amorphous lithium
silicon alloy (a-LixSi). The HRTEM image indicates that,
upon initial lithiation, the original native oxide layer
was transformed to Li2O (Figure 3c insets).
Li2O is intrinsically insulating27 and conducts only
þ
Li (as evidenced by the blue IV curve of lithiated
pristine particles in Figure 2). The question of how
electrons go through the insulating Li2O layer to reach
the Si to allow its continuous lithiation is very intriguing. The dark-ﬁeld image (Li2O diﬀraction spots)
indicates that the Li2O does not form a continuous
ﬁlm but rather forms discrete and randomly orientated
crystal islands. Between the Li2O crystal islands, there
are openings to the a-LixSi. These openings likely
provide conductive routes for electrons.
For most of our experiments, we determined that
the tested particles did not fully lithiate to the terminal
Li15Si4 phase or fully delithiate. For example, based on
the EDP in Figure 4c and volume expansion measurement (∼184%), the “ﬁnal” phase Li/Si ratio is ∼2.3
(i.e., Li2.3Si is far less than Li3.75Si). In addition, the
delithiated particle EDP still shows a-LixSi instead
of a-Si features. Porous structures emerged in some
particles (Figure 4d). All of these characteristics are
likely associated with the impedance from the Li2O
layer, hence the slow reaction kinetics. Note that the
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Figure 3. Schematic drawing showing the bonding of the alucone with the Si surface.

Figure 4. Captured in situ TEM images showing the lithiation behavior of the native oxide-coated Si nanoparticle: (ac)
pristine, mid-lithiation, and lithiated morphology. Insets are corresponding EDPs, HRTEM, and dark-ﬁeld image. (d) Delithiated
particles far away from the lithium source. Scale bars are 50 nm.

smaller particles lithiate faster than larger ones
(Figure S3 and movie S2). This is consistent with ex situ
electrochemical results and is associated with relatively
shorter Liþ/e diﬀusion lengths in small particles.
In addition, stress has been shown to play a major
role in the lithiation rate of the materials.28,29 Li2O is
stiﬀer than a-Si. The rigid conﬁnement of Li2O islands
on the surface may prevent the inward shrinkage of the
particle upon delithiation, resulting in low reversible
volume expansion and hence low reversible capacity.
Overall, the lithiation behavior of the bare silicon
nanoparticles is characterized by the transformation
of the native oxide layer SiOx to Li2O. The electronically insulating nature of the Li2O layer could prevent electrons from transferring into the particle for
HE ET AL.

electrochemical reactions. This could result in increased impedance and partial deactivation of active
particles.
The in situ observations here are consistent with
electrochemical tests showing detrimental eﬀects of
thermal oxide including low capacity retention, incomplete lithiation, and high impedance.5,30 The nature
of the reaction of surface oxides with Li has long been
a topic of debate. Thermodynamic analysis estimates
that 0.81 V versus Liþ/Li is needed to trigger the reaction of SiO2 þ 4Li f Si þ 2Li2O.31 Therefore, SiO2
should remain intact in normal battery operation
(02 V versus Liþ/Li). In our in situ TEM solid cell
experiments, 2 V biasing versus Liþ/Li was used to
drive the reaction. Thus, formation of Li2O is reasonable.
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Figure 5. Captured in situ TEM images showing the lithiation/delithiation behavior of the alucone-coated Si nanoparticles:
(a) pristine particles, (b) coreshell lithiation process, (c) after ﬁrst lithiation. Arrows indicate cracks resulting from volume
expansion. (d) After the ﬁrst delithiation, the circled particle was detached from the congregation, indicating no agglomeration tendency. (e, f) Second lithiation and delithiation. Inset in (e) is the HRTEM of the lithiated surface showing a Li2O-free
surface. Insets on the left of (c) and (f) are corresponding EDPs showing polycrystalline Li15Si4 and amorphous a-Si,
respectively. Scale bar is 50 nm and applies to all TEM images.

However, the nanosized native oxide layer is complicated in structure32 and the reaction dynamics may
be totally diﬀerent from equilibrium thermodynamic
analysis using bulk parameters of SiO2.3335 Ex situ
experiments have identiﬁed formation of Li2O6,34 and
silicates6,33,34 under prolonged charging at low potential (e.g., 10 mV). Whether the product is intact SiOx,
lithium silicates, or Li2O, the electrical conductivity
is lower and mechanical stiﬀness (ELi2Si2O5 = 135 GPa,
ELi4SiO4 = 120 GPa, ELi2O = 141 GPa, ESiO2 = 70 GPa) is
higher than that of a-Si (Ea‑Si = 80 - 20 GPa), which
means the electrical conﬁnement and mechanical conﬁnement should work in the same manner. Although
the voltage used is below the voltage window in a real
battery, it is reasonable that native oxide will impose the
same eﬀect as observed here.
LithiationDelithiation of Alucone MLD-Coated Silicon Nanoparticles. The lithiation and delithiation characteristics
of the alucone-coated silicon particles are revealed by
sequential TEM images in Figure 5 and movie S3 in the
Supporting Information. The particles started lithiation
from the surface, forming a coreshell structure. Within 18 s, the particles reached a full lithiation state of the
Li15Si4 phase, as verified by the corresponding EDP.
Unlike the pristine particles, there is no Li2O formed
on the surface of alucone-coated particles due to the
removal of the SiOx during the MLD-coating process
(Figure 3). The HRTEM image reveals the Li2O-free
surface of the MLD-coated particles (Figure 5e inset).
Upon delithiation (movie S3), together with the
surface MLD coating, the particles remarkably shrank
with no pore formation or coating delamination. In
50 s, the particles delithiated to the ﬁnal state of a-Si, as
veriﬁed by the corresponding EDP. The same “balloonlike” behaviors were repeated in the subsequent lithiation and delithiation cycles (Figure 5e,f, movie S3) and
HE ET AL.

repeated experiments. These observations dramatically diverge from the case of the pristine silicon
nanoparticle in two major ways. First, the reversible
volume change (or reversible capacity) of the MLDcoated particle was much larger, which happened
between a-Si and Li15Si4. Compared to the high
Young's modulus of SiO2 and Li2O, the low Young's
modulus of the alucone MLD coating (Ealucone ≈ 32 GPa)
ensures the concordant deformation of the surface
coating and Si particle. Second, the reaction kinetics
was much faster for the coated particles than the
pristine ones (compare movies S1/2 and S3), which
implies that the MLD coating conducts Liþ ions. Meanwhile, in situ measurement shows that electric conductivity of an alucone MLD-coated particle remarkably
improved after the ﬁrst lithiation (Figure 2, black proﬁle).
It should be pointed out that both electric and ionic
conductivity are required for sustainable electrochemical performance. Among electric conductive coatings,
the carbon coating has been widely used to improve
the cycling stability for both anodes and cathodes. The
result of this work indicates that the alucone coating
leads to both electrical and ionic conductivity, which is
of a key reason why the alucone-modiﬁed silicon particles show greater cyclability than uncoated particles.
Above all, the mechanical ﬂexibility and good Liþ/e
conductivity eliminate mechanical and electrical conﬁnement of the native oxide, enabling fast and thorough
electrochemical reactions of the Si particles. Figure 6
and movie S4 show high-resolution TEM images of
the lithiation process of alucone-coat Si. Lithiation starts
from the alucone layer and gradually proceeds inward,
leading to the formation of a multicoreshell conﬁguration, as illustrated in Figure 6d. Upon lithiation, the thickness of the alucone MLD coating changes from ∼1.7 nm
to ∼3 nm. Consistent with all other observations of
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Figure 7. Schematics of surface reactions and cycle behaviors
of silicon nanoparticles with diﬀerent coating conditions.

Figure 6. Captured in situ HRTEM image revealing details
of the alucone-coated Si nanoparticle lithiation process.
Arrows indicate the reaction front.

alucone-coated particles, no crystalline Li2O is detected.
The phase of the amorphous lithiated alucone is diﬃcult
to determine.
Although it is diﬃcult to quantify, we noticed that
lithiation of native oxide-coated Si particles shows a
tendency toward interparticle welding when two particles are impinged spatially (Figure S3 and movie S2),
as similarly observed in previous studies.11,36 However,
following the alucone coating, such impingementinduced welding is mitigated, as illustrated in Figure 5d
by the circled particle. Particle augmentation requires
interparticle atomic transport. For the case of the native
oxide-covered particle, the lithiation-induced transformation of SiOx to Li2O is a process that can be aﬃliated
with Si atomic transport. A lack of interparticle welding
indicates that Si atoms are hard to diﬀuse or transport
through the alucone layer. The mitigation of the particle
welding (or agglomeration) also contributes to the enhanced cycling performance observed with the aluconecoated Si particles.
General Discussions. Native oxide layers of several
nanometers thick inevitably exist on metal and semiconductor nanoparticles. The role of such a thin native
oxide layer is very well perceived and beneficially
utilized, such as on stainless steel.37 Although massive
amounts of work have been done with respect to the
electrochemical characteristics of Si nanoparticles as
an anode for lithium ion batteries, the role of the thin
native oxide layer on the Si nanoparticle surface has
previously never been clarified. This work presents a
comparative study, on a single-particle scale, of the
electrochemical behavior of the native oxide layer and
artificial alucone MLD coating (without native oxide)
on Si nanoparticles and emphasizes the significance of
surface engineering strategy in improving electrochemical performances.
HE ET AL.

The observed eﬀects of the native oxide layer
and the alucone coating on the behavior of particles
are schematically summarized in Figure 7. The native
oxide on Si transforms to a Li2O layer upon lithiation at
low potentials (e.g., 2 V vs Liþ/Li). This Li2O layer poses
electrical and mechanical conﬁnement to the particle,
retarding desirable electrochemical reactions and insulating active particles. As discussed in the above
sections, these eﬀects exist for all possible reaction
products of the surface native oxide. A conventional
physical coating preserving the native oxide layer
cannot circumvent these eﬀects. Conversely, the alucone MLD coating cleans the surface native oxide layer,
thus eliminating the eﬀects of native oxide, and
possesses great mechanical ﬂexibility and Liþ/e
conductivity upon initial lithiation. The good conductivity enables faster, complete electrochemical reactions and high rate performance. The remarkable
mechanical ﬂexibility of the alucone layer enabled
a concordant response to the volume change of
silicon during the lithiation and delithiation. The
alucone layer maintained the integrity of the contacted particle, as similarly demonstrated for stretchable polymers.9 Due to the setup of the in situ
experiment, a Li2O solid electrolyte was used and
an overpotential is normally applied. Therefore, the
correlation of the voltage and reaction cannot be
directly related to battery operation. However, the
above discussion on possible surface reaction products proves that the structural evolution of the uncoated and coated particle captured by the in situ TEM
should essentially be the same as what happens in the
lithium ion battery.
In this study, the coating layer eﬀect has been
mostly evaluated from the point of the view of the
coating layer itself. The present observation of the
removal of the native oxide layer during the alucone
coating likely implies that the application of the coating layer may also modify the surface structure and
chemistry of the nanoparticles. This oxide removal
passivates unwanted and irreversible charge losses
resulting from native oxide. The positive eﬀects observed from the surface modiﬁcation of the alucone
coating on Si nanoparticles on the electrochemical
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CONCLUSIONS
The native oxide layer on Si anodes will create
Li2O upon lithiation. The role of the Li2O layer on
chargedischarge cycles can be evaluated from both
electrical and mechanical eﬀect. The electrical eﬀect
originates from its insulating nature of native oxide and
Li2O, which may induce the deactivation of particles.
The mechanical conﬁnement of Li2O originates from
its higher stiﬀness than silicon and contributes to
incomplete delithiation. On the other hand, alucone

METHODS
The silicon nanoparticle used in this work and the fabrication
process of the alucone coating layer on the silicon nanoparticle
were described in detail in a prior paper.16 In brief, alucone
coatings were grown directly on the nano-Si material using
the sequential reactions of trimethylaluminum and glycerol.
The typical growth rate for the alucone chemistry is 2.5 Å per
cycle, and all of the coating reactions were conducted at 140 C.
The coating layer structure and chemcial composition were
examined by high-resoution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM) imaging and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
anlysis (EDS). The EDS was carried out on a scanning TEM
(S/TEM) with 200 kV acceleration voltage and ﬁtted with four
silicon drifted detectors. Due to increased EDS collection eﬃciency, a large-size EDS map can be obtained faster, therefore
reducing the artifact associated with the sample drift during the
analysis. HRTEM images were acquired using Titan80-300 ﬁtted
with an imaging-lens corrector and operated at 300 kV.
The in situ TEM observations of the lithiation and delithiation
of the particles were carried out using an open cell conﬁguration as schematically illustrated in Figure S1. The silicon particles
were loaded on a Pt rod, which is ﬁxed on one side of the TEM
holder (Nanofactory STM). Lithium metal is loaded on a W rod,
which is navigated by a piezoelectric system on the other side of
the holder. Lithium metal is driven to contact the silicon
particles. The lithium oxide layer on the lithium metal surface
serves as an electrolyte. In order to drive Liþ diﬀusion in Li2O,
an overpotential of 2 V is applied on Si against the Li metal
to lithiate the Si. The microstructure changes were recorded
using a charge-couple device (CCD) attached to the TEM. For
the in situ conductivity measurement (Figure S2), a single
particle was loaded on the W probe opposing the doubletip-Pt rod with Li metal (for lithiation) and fresh Pt surface
(for the in situ conductivity measurement). This setup gurantees good contact and avoids air-exposure. The Pt surface was
driven to contact the particle after the ﬁrst lithiation for
conductivity measurement.
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MLD-coating process consumes SiOx, avoids formation
of Li2O, and is mechanically ﬂexible and electron/Liþ
conductive after lithiation. These features of alucone
MLD coating eﬀectively facilitate fast and thorough
reversible electrochemical reactions. For the Si particle
with a size above a critical dimension, the drastic
volume change may induce stresses that can still crack
the SEI layer, contributing to capacity losses in the ﬁrst
few cycles. Above all, our ﬁndings demonstrated the
eﬀect of alucone MLD coating and the native oxide
layer on the lithiationdelithiation process of silicon
nanoparticles, providing critical guidance to coating
designs for improved cycling performance.
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properties suggest a possible major technological
advancement for lithium ion batteries.
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